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Abstract

The benefits of timely justice and rigorous judicial argument are im-
possible to overstate and hard to reconcile. In its struggle to deliver both,
the Court of Justice of the European Union has initiated several reforms
of its procedures. The so-called adjudicating orders arguably achieve the
impossible: They fast-track recurring questions while safeguarding legal
coherence. The present article unpacks this premise. It shows that seem-
ingly inconsequential procedural amendments, often overlooked by schol-
ars, give the Court full control over relevant European legal problems, and
centralize its power.

Concretely, the analysis introduces a typology of orders of the Court,
to demonstrate the unique legal character of adjudicating orders. It
then investigates their effects against the backdrop of manifold proced-
ural reforms and institutional adjustments. The findings indicate that
the greatest efficiency gains follow reforms, which the Court initiates and
implements in relative anonymity. Moreover, the use of adjudicating or-
ders increases in response to a sudden and considerable increase of legally
similar preliminary references from one Member State. An equal increase
of references from the courts of several Member States has no such effect.
The findings suggest that the Court uses adjudicating orders to disen-
gage from ’local’ problems and unilaterally terminate the conversations
with resolute national courts. Thereby, the preliminary reference proced-
ure, envisaged and promoted as a collaborative tool, transforms into a
centralized mechanism of speedy and authoritative dispute resolution.

1 Introduction: The Judicial Dilemma

The Court of Justice of the European Union (the Court), arguably the world’s
most powerful international court (Alter, 2009; Martinsen, 2015; Kelemen, 2016;
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Stone Sweet, 2004), stands powerless before its fast filling docket.1 Or does it?
This article investigates how the Court organizes its procedures to manage the
increasing caseload and how this affects the relationship with its closest judicial
interlocutors: The national courts. The relationship is framed in Article 267
of the Treaty (TFEU), which states that national courts can (and sometimes
must) refer questions of interpretation and validity of European Union law to the
Court. The mechanism is known as the preliminary reference procedure. Lit-
erature suggests that it nurtures a constructive dialogue with national courts.
The latter underwrites institutional legitimacy, fosters uniform application of
European Union law, and guarantees the protection of rights of millions of
European citizens (Bobek, 2013; Lecourt, 1976; Weiler, 2001; Pescatore, 2010).
In practice, the mechanism has slowly gained popularity, generating a rich and
diverse jurisprudence. On the flip side, it has overwhelmed the dockets in Lux-
embourg, and contributed to unwelcome delays in the Court’s handling of cases.

In the light of the potential and the looming pitfalls, the functioning of Art-
icle 267 TFEU on the ground, regulated in the Court’s Rules of Procedures
(RoP), and shaped by the Court’s own practices, becomes of utmost relevance
(Lasok, 2017; Lenaerts et al., 2014; O’Leary, 2002; Dunoff and Pollack, 2018–
2019). The Court, clearly aware of both, has initiated several reforms of its
RoP, with a goal to deliver timely justice of high standard (Skouris, 2006). Ad-
judicating orders (AOs) are a procedural innovation, which strikes the optimal
balance between efficiency and quality. According to Article 99 of the RoP, the
Court can reply to the question of the national referring court with an AO, when
the question of interpretation and validity of European Union law is identical
to a question on which the Court has already ruled, where the reply to such a
question may be clearly deduced from existing case law or where the answer to
the question referred for a preliminary ruling is beyond reasonable doubt. The
referring courts receive a reasoned reply, stating that the Court has already
answered their questions in a previous judgment, or developed a rich and clear
jurisprudence on the topic. Since 2003, the Court can do so following the pro-
posal of the Reporting Judge and after hearing the Advocate General. Notably,
it can dispense with the submissions of the parties, the written opinion of the
Advocate General and the oral hearing.

By legal standards, AOs are a unicum: Orders by name but fully fledged
judgments in substance. The simplified and faster procedures, designed to pro-
cess the cases via AOs, save time. The reasoned parts uphold the Court’s
commitment to uniform application. The solution sounds almost too good to
be true, calling for further analysis of its nature and effects.

To this end, the article situates AOs in the context of judicial proceedings
and establishes a typology of Court’s orders. Orders are official decisions, which
document and govern each step of the proceedings: From the moment when the
claim is filed to the moment when the Court issues a final decision in the case.
The Court uses two types of orders: Procedural and reasoned orders. With

1The Court itself expresses these concerns on an annual basis in its yearly reports, see for
example CJEU, 2019, p. 25; CJEU, 2018, p. 58.
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procedural orders, the Court sets the date of an oral hearing, designates the
number of judges that will hear the case, or removes a case from the docket.
With reasoned orders, the Court decides that it does not have the jurisdiction
to hear a case, or that an appeal is manifestly unfounded or inadmissible. The
difference between reasoned and procedural orders is that in the latter, the
Court must justify its decision. The instances in which the the Court can or
must issue any type of order, are regulated in the Court’s RoP. Those play a
critical role in the administration of justice. AOs are reasoned orders.

The article moreover links the use of AOs to a series of amendments to
the Court’s RoP taking place over 30 years. Importantly, it demonstrates that
the Court was driving several reforms since the introduction of AOs in RoP
following their Amendment in 1991.

The analysis draws on a unique dataset of all orders published by the Court
since it issued its first order in 1955, that is, over 4500 orders.2 It is the first
systematic empirical analysis of the frequency and categories of the Court’s
orders.

We find that the Court, since the 2000 reform of the RoP, solves between
5 and 10 percent of the preliminary reference cases with AOs. The probability
that the Court will decide a case with an AO increases when the number of
references rises sharply in a specific policy area. Moreover, the Court is partic-
ularly likely to decide by means of an AO rather than a judgement when many
similar cases arrive from the same Member State over limited time. By contrast,
numerous references concerning the same legal provision across Member States
do not result in a higher probability of AOs. To illustrate, a spike of references
concerning consumer protection after the 2008 financial crisis prompted a signi-
ficant rise of AOs. A closer inspection of references reveals that most originated
from the disputes in a handful of Member States and strongly reflected their
local background. The infamous abusive clauses in mortgage contracts in Spain
are a case in point (see the saga following the decision of the Court in case
C-415/11, Aziz ).

This means that by resorting to AO, the Court signals its lack of interest
in the debate while trying to maintain its legitimacy among Member States.
By implications, it introduces a vertical dimension to an otherwise horizontal
judicial dialogue, even when the relative number of AO remains limited. AOs
open a considerable maneuvering space for the Court to dictate the terms of
the preliminary reference procedure unilaterally. Importantly, they do so under
the table.The Court becomes the sole arbiter of questions and issues that are of
European legal significance. Such transformation challenges the publicly upheld
image of a collaborative and heterarchical dialogue between European courts.

Our analysis contributes to the existing literature in two ways. First, it
demonstrates that AOs, and possibly other types of orders, are more than a
matter of good housekeeping, and present a valuable resource for the analysis
of judicial behavior. Second, the findings highlight the relevance of procedural

2The data presented in this paper was obtained from the CJEU Database Platform (Brekke
et al., n.d.).
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forms and routines, regulated in the Court’s internal RoP, which produce size-
able external effects: They centralize judicial power in Luxembourg, a matter
often overlooked.

The article is divided in six sections. Section 2 maps all orders of the Court
into a comprehensive typology. The typology demonstrates that AOs are legally
unique, and distinct from similar types of Court’s orders. As a distinct object of
inquiry, they merit separate analysis. Section 3 details the development of AOs.
Its aim is to relate the Court’s struggle for efficient handling of its caseload to
the introduction and transformation of AO. Section 4 outlines the hypotheses,
describes the research design and presents the findings. Section 5 discusses the
findings - in particular the effects of minor and anonymous reforms of the RoP
on the distribution of judicial power and the character of judicial cooperation.
Section 6 concludes and outlines promising avenues for further research.

2 A Comprehensive Map of Court Orders

The Court issues a variety of orders for numerous purposes in every case, which
it decides. Those orders have never been counted nor classified, leaving an
important part of the Court’s decision making entirely unexplored. This section
introduces a simple classification along two key dimensions: The competent
authority that issues an order (the signatory) and the function of the order in
the procedure.3

The first defining dimension of orders is the signatory. Orders can be issued
by the President of the Court (the President), the Vice President, the Presidents
of the Chamber, or the Court. The President can decide with an order in a
number of scenarios, a power she can delegate to other judges.4 For example,
the President can order to join one or more cases,5 or grant an injunction until
the Court decides the case.6 Since 2012, orders from the President have become
scarcer, as they are more commonly issued by the Vice President of the Court.
Most orders are issued by the chambers of the Court, acting on behalf of the
full Court. Orders of the Court, broadly speaking, vary greatly in their content
and functions in the procedure. For instance, the Court may order not to hear
the case, declare an appeal manifestly unfounded7, allocate the costs,8 grant
legal aid,9 or request additional documents from the parties.10 Like judgments,
orders issued by the Court are drafted in the chambers of individual judges.

3The existing attempts to provide an overview do not categorize orders by type. They
record instances in which the RoP require a decision in the form of an order Barents (2016).
Alternatively, they introduce a distinction between procedural and administrative orders
without, however, relate the distinction to the Court’s orders and judgments Lasok (2017)

4Similarly, the President of a Chamber might delegate the issuing of orders to a judge of
the Chamber, who will then act, for those purposes, as President of the Chamber.

5Article 52 RoP.
6Articles 131, 162-163 RoP, 2012.
7Article 181 RoP, 2012.
8Articles 138-139, RoP, 2012.
9Article 116 RoP for the preliminary ruling and 184 RoP for direct actions.

10Article 62 RoP, 2012.
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The second key dimension of the classification is the content, meaning the
legal substance, which the order decides on.11 This makes for the most ele-
mentary distinction between procedural orders and reasoned orders. Proced-
ural orders primarily organize the steps of the procedure, including the internal
management or administration of the Court. Reasoned orders touch upon the
substance (the legal content) of a case. That said, a single order can serve mul-
tiple purposes, combining reasoned and procedural elements. The categories are
not mutually exclusive. Hence, it is difficult to ‘count’ orders by type.

Procedural orders can be further divided into strictly procedural matters
that organize the procedure (strictly procedural orders), like which Chamber
will hear the case or whether to join cases, and orders of a more managerial
nature (administrative orders). For instance, administrative orders determine
when the Court will hold a hearing or whether to erase the case from the registry
of the Court.12 In other words, procedural orders create a paper trail of judicial
proceedings.

By contrast, reasoned orders can modify the procedural and substantive
position of the parties. Reasoned orders can declare the appeal manifestly foun-
ded or unfounded,13 halt the proceedings,14 exclude a legal counsel from the
procedure,15 allow the intervention of witnesses16 and rule whether the case is
admissible.17 Crucially, reasoned orders in Article 99 RoP (former Article 104),
or AO, can be used to reply to preliminary questions.

AOs are unique. They are more akin to Court judgments. The Court can
issue them in the procedure for a preliminary ruling (Article 267 TFEU) to
reply to the national courts when the referred question meets one of three cri-
teria: 1) it is identical to a question on which the Court has already ruled, 2)
the reply to such a question may be clearly deduced from existing case-law, or
3) the answer to the question referred for a preliminary ruling admits of no
reasonable doubt. The effects for the national court and European case law are
identical to those of a judgment. The stated rationale of these orders is, un-
surprisingly, efficiency: AOs are procedurally lighter than the judgments, even
when compared to the judgments issued in a simplified procedure. Namely, be-
fore issuing a judgment, the Court will typically consider the submissions of the
parties, the Opinion of the Advocate General and hold an oral hearing. These
requirements are considerably modified for ‘fast’ (including expedited or urgent)
procedures, in which the Court will nevertheless consider the submissions of the
parties, hear the Advocate General without a written opinion and hold a hear-
ing bar in exceptional cases. The judgment of the Court is always final. The
decision of the Court in an AO is also final (adjudicative), but the procedural
constraints for the Court differ significantly. In AOs the Court will not consider

11For something slightly similar, but speaking generally of decisions and not orders, see
Lasok (2017).

12Article 100, RoP, 2012.
13Articles 181-182 RoP.
14Article 150 RoP.
15Article 46(2) RoP.
16Article 66 RoP.
17Article 53(2) RoP.
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the submissions of the parties, hear the Advocate General only informally (the
Advocate General will not produce a written opinion in the case) and dispense
with the oral hearing.18These lax procedural requests are valid for all orders.
However, procedural orders are not final and do not adjudicate on the substance
of the case, nor do they change the procedural position of the parties. AOs, by
contrast, are judgments in the shape of an order.19

Table 1 provides and overview of the procedural requirements for judgments
and orders. Procedures, represented in the columns from left to right, are clas-
sified according to a series of procedural requirements, listed in the first column
from the left. Those constraints involve the signatory (the authority, which
issues the order), the requirements, imposed by the RoP, the stage, in which
the order is issued, and the function of the order. For instance, administrat-
ive orders (first column from the right) are issued by a chamber of the Court,
without a hearing or participation of the Advocate General, and do not end the
proceedings: They are organizational documents par excellence. The second
row indicates the main classification of judgments and orders. Judgments are
divided into those issued in the ordinary procedure, and those issued in the
‘fast procedure’, which imposes fewer procedural constraints. For instance, as
indicated in the seventh row, a ‘fast procedure’ requires only the hearing of
the Advocate General, but not a written opinion. The orders are grouped into
reasoned and procedural orders (second row, five columns from the right), and
further classified into subtypes (third row, five columns from the right).

3 The Quasi-Secret History of Adjudicating Or-
ders

While frequent and central since the 1950s, orders do not provide a straight-
forward record of the procedural history of the Court. Two reasons account
for that: On the one hand, the functions, which Court orders can serve, have
substantially evolved over time. On the other hand, the Court’s practice of
publishing procedural orders has changed. The publicly available sources do
not always reveal whether the Court issued an order without publishing it or
did not issue an order at all. The analysis considers all published orders of the
Court.

Figure 1 shows the relative number of procedural, reasoned, and adminis-
trative orders issued by the Court each year since 1970. The numbers reported

19See the internal guidelines of the Court (Guide Pratique, version of 2013) at paras. 15-16.
There is however a lot of variation in the procedural treatment of AOs. Whereas the rule
seems to be that submissions are not necessary, it is also frequent that the different parties
intervene in the proceedings leading to an AO. In some exceptional cases, the proceedings
are identical to those leading to a regular judgment. For instance, see Case C-92/16, Bankia
SA v Henry-Rodolfo Rengifo Jiménez and Sheyla-Jeanneth Felix Caiza, ECLI:EU:2019:560.
The case, a Spanish reference on unfair terms in mortgage contracts, was decided by an AO
after an oral hearing with the interventions of the parties in the main proceedings, the Spanish
State, three other Member States and the European Commission. Even the Advocate General
delivered an Opinion on the case (Opinion of Advocate General Szpunar in case C-92/16).
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Judgments Orders

Reasoned orders Procedural orders

Normal Fast Adjudicating Other Procedural Administrative

Signatory Chamber or
Court

Chamber or
Court

Chamber or
Court

Chamber or
Court

Chamber,
Court or
President

Chamber or
Court

Submissions of
parties

Yes, no
restrictions

Yes, no
restrictions

Yes (not
knowing about
reasoned
order)

Yes (limited to
decision by
reasoned
order)

No (w/
exceptions)

No

Consult
National

Court

No No No (but
mandatory
before 2006)

No No No

Opinion or
Hearing AG

Opinion Hearing Hearing Hearing No (w/
exceptions)

No

Oral hearing Yes Yes, unless
decided
otherwise

No No No No

Stage of
proceedings

End of
proceedings

End of
proceedings

End of
proceedings

During
proceedings
(exceptions)

During
proceedings

Prior or after
proceedings

Function in
the procedure

Final decision
on the case

Final decision
on the case

Final decision
on the case

Organize
procedure
(exceptions)

Ordering the
different
stages of the
procedure

Organization
of the Court

Table 1: The features of the different types of judgments and orders. A ‘fast
judgment’ dispenses with the written Opinion of the Advocate General, follow-
ing Article 20(5) of the Statute of the Court. The table presents the common
features to the different types, though exceptions are possible. Procedural or-
ders might be issued after hearing the parties and or the Advocate General in
the case (ie: stay of the proceedings until a case is solved in Article 55 RoP).
Finally, other type of reasoned orders might end the proceedings and entail a
final decision on the case (for all, see article 181 RoP on manifestly unfounded
appeals. A reasoned order in that case finalizes the appeal).
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Figure 1: While the Court has been publishing orders since the 1950s, the
relative use – or publication – of Court orders has increased dramatically the
last 20 years. Only the period since 1970 is included in the figure, as the low
number of both judgments and orders in earlier years makes relative numbers
unreliable.

are relative to the total number of judgments published by the Court: A value
of 0.5 indicates that one order was published for every two judgments in the
given year. As the different types of orders are not mutually exclusive, the sum
of the three order types is greater than the total. The relative increase in the
publication of Court’s orders comes in addition to a strong absolute growth:
While only three published orders are on record for 1970, more than 300 orders
were published in 2019. Of these, less than 50 were AOs.

AOs were introduced in 1991 in Article 104 to the RoP in a restricted format:
The Court could only reply to a preliminary reference by an AO if the referred
question was identical to a question which the Court had dealt with in a pre-
vious judgment. Thus, the use of these orders remained limited until a later
amendment of the RoP, which extended the Court’s discretion to issue AO.
From 2000, the Court could issue them in cases where the answer to the ques-
tion could be clearly deduced from the existing case-law or where the question
admitted no reasonable doubt.20

20Amendments to the Rules of Procedure of the Court of Justice of the European Com-
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Strikingly, the 2000 reform is often overlooked when discussing procedural
developments at the Court. It directly addressed a demand of the Court in its
Annual Report for 1999:21 Simplified proceedings, including an expansion of
Article 104(3) needed to be urgently adopted to face ‘the structural increase in
the number of pending cases’.22

The increase in the use of AOs following the 2000 reform of the RoP was
rapid and points to the fact that the Court was ready to quickly implement its
own procedural solutions. Indeed, within a year after the amendment, the Court
decided seven per cent of all preliminary references by an AO. The procedural
constraints nonetheless remained tight for each of the three scenarios. As the
Court had to inform the national court and hear the parties and the Advocate
General, AOs did not save the Court much time.

Figure 2 presents the number of AOs issued per year, relative to all yearly
decisions in preliminary reference procedures. Even if the relative number of
orders appears stable, the increasing case load of the Court means there has
been an absolute growth: from 20 AOs published in in 2002 to 45 in 2019.

By 2003, the Court was grappling with a growing number of unsolved pre-
liminary references,23 and fearing that the accession of ten new Member States
planned for 2004 would only magnify the existing problems. In this context,
the Court rethought the handling of preliminary references (Skouris, 2006).24

President Skouris suggested that: ‘The referring judge should also be prepared
to receive more rapid but simplified answers. As a consequence of the develop-
ment of the case-law, the Court will most probably be in a position to respond
more often to certain requests for a preliminary ruling by way of a simple order
adopted on the basis of Article 104, paragraph 3 of its RoP, referring to previous
judgements or relevant case-law’ (ibid.). This led to a major overhaul of Article
104 in 2005:25 The Court no longer had to consult the national court of its
intention to reply by AO or hear the parties. The obligation remained in cases
‘where the answer to the question referred to the Court for a preliminary ruling
admits of no reasonable doubt’26. This key reform of reasoned orders responds
to a great extent to the structural changes introduced by the Treaty of Nice.
The latter substantially simplified the procedure for the amendment of the in-
struments regulating the Courts. The RoP could be amended on the proposal of
the Court and approved by the Council. The Court gained considerable power
to shape the procedures and its working methods (ibid.).

After the amendments in 2012, Article 104 RoP became Article 99 RoP,

munities of 16 May 2000 (OJ L 122 of 24.5.2000, p. 43).
21‘The Future of the Judicial System of the European Union. Proposals and Reflections’,

Report of the Court of Justice of the European Union, 1999.
22See Report at Chapter 2, Section 2 iii).
23The Court’s backlog almost doubled between 1993 and 2003, amounting to around 350

unanswered references in January 2003.
24It was clear that the main problem were the many pending preliminary references and the

difficulties attached to processing them.
25Amendments to the Rules of Procedure of the Court of Justice of the European Com-

munities of 12 July 2005 (OJ L 203 of 4.8.2005, p. 19).
26Article 104(4) RoP, 1991.
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Figure 2: The development in the share of preliminary references answered by
an adjudicating order. Even if there is relative stability in this development,
there was also an absolute growth in the number of preliminary rulings in the
same period, leading to a growth in the absolute number of AOs.

and the Court could issue an AO without consulting the parties or the national
courts. The obligation to consult the Advocate General remained in place.

While the 2000 amendment to the RoP had a defining impact on the Court’s
use of AOs, no such trend follows the 2005 and 2012 amendments, as illustrated
in Figure 2. The reforms of 2005 and 2012 did not affect the number of issued
AOs. However, the amendments significantly shortened the processing time of
AO, measured as the number of days between the lodging of the case and the
time of the final decision.

Figure 3 shows the procedure times of AOs relative to the average time
needed to issue the judgments, cited by those orders.27 The comparison between
orders and cited judgments follows the logic of Article 99 RoP: First, that AOs
and the relevant existing judgments decide on the merits of the case; and second,
that AOs closely resemble the judgments that they cite. Citations in AOs thus
accurately reflect which case-law the Court assumes is ‘settled’. The comparison
moreover excludes the effect of case complexity and is consistent with the typo-

27In order to control for changing efficiency over time, all processing times are measured to
be relative to the yearly average procedure time of judgments.
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logy presented in the beginning of this section. The results indicate a sizeable
efficiency gain of the reform of 2005: Almost overnight, the Court issued several
AO with processing time that was over 500 days shorter compared to that of
judgments. Such reduction had only been observed once in the years prior to the
2005 reform. Moreover, figure 3 shows that the trend of substantially shorter
processing time (over a year shorter than those of judgments) continued, though
relative efficiency gains appear to have declined since 2012.
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Figure 3: The procedure time of AOs compared to the procedure time of the
judgments they cite, in days. Each data point represents an order. A value
of 100 on the Y axis indicates that the procedure time of the given order was
100 days shorter than the average procedure time of the judgments it cited.
In case of negative values, the Court spent more time issuing the AO than it
spent on the judgments it was citing. Colours indicate Chamber size (a three or
five judge chamber, and a Grand Chamber (between 11 and 15 sitting judges).
Vertical lines indicate changes in the RoP, horizontal lines mark time in years.

AOs seem to have substantially reduced the number of days needed to reach
a final decision in a case. While the procedural modifications in 2000 turned into
an absolute increase in the numbers of AOs issued, the progressive reduction
of procedural constraints in 2005 until the current drafting of Article 99 RoP
substantially increased the efficiency of the Court’s decision making.
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4 Analysis

AOs are a near perfect substitute to judgments. They are judgments in sub-
stance, but far less taxing in terms of the Court’s resources. Importantly, while
the Court has the option to respond by an AO when the preliminary reference
meets Article 99 RoP criteria, it is never under an obligation to do so. In other
words, the Court can choose to reply to preliminary questions with an AO. It
might decide to reply with an AO for non-legal (strategic) reasons, like efficiency,
the wish to neutralize persistent questioning, or dodge further discussion initi-
ated by individual national courts. It is not unthinkable that the Court would
use AOs to selectively curb the activism of national judges.

The Section presents 1) a set of empirically testable hypotheses, 2) a novel
framework for testing these hypotheses against an empirical background of the
Court’s references for preliminary rulings since the amendments of the RoP in
2000 and 3) the results.

4.1 Hypotheses

Literature points at difficulties in determining why and when the Court replies
with an AO (M. Broberg, 2008). In principle, the Court should only reply
with an AO when the case referred is legally beyond doubt. The Court has full
discretion to decide to use AOs, and it is thinkable that it might do so where
the questions referred are not beyond legal doubt. Literature suggests that AOs
might be a filtering mechanism (Tridimas, 2003), allowing the Court to choose
which precedents it wishes to revisit (ibid.). If, alternatively, AOs are primarily
a means of docket control, the use of AOs should increase when the Court is
confronted with an increased caseload. A structural increase of cases triggers the
need to control the docket. Thus, the Court is expected to use AOs more often
in those areas of European Union law that attract more preliminary references
(i.e. areas with more cases). Hence:

H1 Relatively high number of preliminary references in a policy area
increases the probability that the Court will respond with an AO.

Second, preliminary rulings of the Court are sui generis judgments: They do
not directly decide a dispute, but establish what a provision of EU law means.
After the Court has clarified the meaning, subsequent preliminary questions will
less likely raise new points of law. Hence, the Court would be more likely to
issue an AO when the questions referred closely resembled solved problems. The
existing judgments, interpreting the provisions that are the subject of the pre-
liminary questions referred by the national court, will thus more likely provide
an answer, justifying the use of AOs. This leads to hypothesis 2:

H2 The likelihood of an AO increases when the referred question con-
cerns a provision that is a frequently a subject of references for pre-
liminary rulings.
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An even stronger resemblance to past case law can be assumed when the
national court is not only asking about the same provisions that have been
the subject of previous preliminary rulings, but when these previous rulings
also originated from the courts in the same Member State. In this context,
the Court might have two alternative incentives to respond with an AO in lieu
of a judgment. First, the legal issues are likely to be highly similar, reducing
even further the possibility that each additional preliminary question raises new
points of law. Second, and crucially, the Court might seek to deter a court from
a Member State from referring more cases on the same topic: AOs can signal a
rebuttal of the question of the national court (Karin Leijon and Monika Glavina,
2020). This national dimension leads to hypothesis 3:

H3 The Court is more likely to issue an AO when similar preliminary
questions are referred from the same Member State rather than from
different Member States.

These hypotheses will be tested empirically below, against a data set includ-
ing all decisions in preliminary reference procedure since the 2001 reform of the
RoP.

4.2 Research Design

The hypotheses are tested by fitting a generalized linear model (GLM) estimat-
ing the probability of a preliminary reference ending in an AO (1) rather than
a judgment (0). The statistical analysis applies to the data set including all
preliminary reference procedures in subject matters with at least four observed
years with at least ten decisions published, since the amendment of the RoP
in May 2000. The analysis omits observations in which the questions are not
clearly defined in the document. This leaves just short of 4 000 documents, of
which over 300 are AOs.

Hypothesis 1 is represented by two independent variables: 1) observed in-
crease in litigation in a policy area over the last five years (change), and 2) the
total number of decisions published in the policy area in a year (n decisions).
By including these two variables the model accounts for a high level of litigation
and an observed increase of caseload. In addition, an interaction effect allows
the number of decisions to mediate the effect of an increase in litigation. This
effect is expected to be negative, as the increase of litigation is relative to the
number of decisions; ie. an increase of five more cases per year is more signific-
ant in a policy area with ten cases per year than in a policy area with a hundred
cases per year. Both variables derive from the Court’s classification of policy
areas, and are available on its official web portal (curia.europa.eu).

The analysis includes two further independent variables: one (repetition) for
the number of preliminary questions related to the same legal provisions in the
last five years (H2), and another (repetition nat) that provides a similar count
including only preliminary references lodged by courts in the same Member
State (H3). These variables measure the repeated referral of questions relating
to specific legal provisions.
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One recurring section in the preliminary rulings published by the Court of
Justice consists of a short summary of the dispute at the national level and the
preliminary questions referred by the national judge. Thus, it is possible to
accurately identify the legal provisions mentioned by the national court. This
section with a typical headline ‘the main proceedings and the question referred
for a preliminary ruling’ refers only to those. This means that the section
accurately reflects the provisions cited by the national court. Finally, the section
is easy to identify, as it is near identical in judgments and AOs, and lends itself
well to comparison.

Figure 4 visualizes the relationship between the increase of references in a
policy area and the existence of previous questions concerning the same legal
provision (the left side of the figure) on the one hand, and the probability that
the Court will decide with an AO on the other hand (the right side of the
figure). The vertical arrows between the round brackets (left side of the figure)
indicate that an increase of questions related to the same provision from the
same Member State will lead to an increase of the number of previous questions
and the number of Court decisions.

change: Increase in litigation in policy
area over 5 year period

Probability of adjudicating order

n_decisions: Number of decisions in
policy area in same year

repetition: Previous questions about
same provisions in the last 5 years

repetition_nat: Previous questions
about same provisions from the same

Member State in the last 5 years

Figure 4: The figure illustrates the circumstances, which lead to AOs. The
upper half of the figure relates to hypothesis 1 (docket control), while the lower
half relates to hypothesis 2 (repetition) and 3 (repetition nat)

The repetition variables – repetition and repetition nat – are constructed by
calculating a repetition score for each unique decision. The calculation follows
the legal provisions cited by the national court. The legal provision is identified
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by analyzing the section of the Court’s decision (judgment or AO) containing the
short summary of the main proceedings and the referred questions, as explained
above. Once identified, all instances of the same legal provisions mentioned by a
national court over the past five years are counted. For instance, if the referring
court refers to provision x, and provision x was mentioned in three prior refer-
ences in the past five years, the repetition score is 3. If the national court cites
provisions w, y and z in the preliminary reference, which have been mentioned
in the past five years 10, 2, and 0 times, the repetition score is 10+2+0

3 = 4.The
calculation of the repetition score for the Member State (repetition nat) includes
only the preliminary references originating in that Member State.

Repetition scores are log transformed to keep extreme observations from
driving the results. All independent variables are scaled to have a mean of zero,
and a value of one representing one standard deviation from the mean. This
makes the strength of the estimated effects directly comparable across variables.

4.3 Results

The findings of the model discussed above largely confirm hypotheses 1 and 3,
while providing no support for hypothesis 2. An increase in the number of cases
in a policy area (change) is associated with a higher probability that the Court
will respond by an AO. This indicates that the Court uses AOs to shorten the
processing time when the cases in a policy area suddenly pile up. As expected,
the effect of change is relative to the total number of decisions, with a negative
interaction term with n decisions.

Estimate Std. Error t value p value

(Intercept) 0.0745 0.0043 17.2613 0.0000 ***

repetition -0.0008 0.0057 -0.1353 0.8923

repetition nat 0.0251 0.0057 4.4142 0.0000 ***

n decisions 0.0077 0.0042 1.8464 0.0649 .

change 0.0110 0.0045 2.4476 0.0144 *

n decisions:change -0.0121 0.0030 -3.9661 0.0001 ***

Table 2: Result from generalized regression model predicting outcome by adju-
dicating order. One star (*) indicates a p value of p < .05, three stars (***) a
value of p < .001.

In support of hypothesis 3, the repetition of legal provisions mentioned in
prior references of the Courts of the same Member State is the strongest indic-
ation that the Court will respond with an AO (repetition nat). With a level of
national repetition one standard deviation above average, the probability of an
AO increases by 2.5 percentage points. This might seem insignificant, however,
it is crucial to note that less than eight percent of preliminary rulings are solved
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by an AO. In relative terms, a change in likelihood of 2.5 percentage points is
substantial. There is no indication that repeated references concerning the same
legal provision across Member States increase the likelihood of AOs. The find-
ing is striking because the existing judgments and AOs interpreting that legal
provision would have most likely settled the law independently of the geographic
origin of preliminary references.28

The strong Member State specific effect and the non-existing cross-Member
State effect can be interpreted in two ways: 1) questions regarding the same legal
provisions originating from other Member States are almost never comparable
enough for the Court to draw clear parallels and apply Article 99 RoP; or 2)
the Court issues AOs as a signal to national courts to stop submitting questions
regarding a specific issue. The latter explanation is interesting as the decisive
factor would not be in the legal merits of the reference, but rather related to
the Member State where the preliminary question originated. If only repetition
was decisive for the decision to reply with an AO, it would be reasonable to see
at least a weak cross-Member State effect as well.

5 Discussion: It Was too Good to be True

The history of AOs is in large part a story of judicial control and institutional
self-empowerment. The analysis suggests first, that the Court has used AOs to
extinguish sudden eruptions of caseload, and second, to bring in line resolute
referring courts. Finally, the Court calibrated its procedures to achieve these
ends without the scrutiny of political institutions. The practice has important
implications for judicial cooperation and the development of European Union
law.

The temporal analysis of AOs shows an uneven impact of procedural reforms.
While the RoP introduced the possibility of AOs in 1991, the Court started using
them more frequently after the reform of 2000. Until then, the Court issued only
one AO, involving the Grand Chamber (figure 3). The relative increase after
2000 was remarkable (figure 2). Surprisingly, the amendments in 2005 and 2012,
minor but legally important, did not have the same effect. The amendments of
2005 considerably relaxed time consuming procedural constraints; the Court no
longer had to inform the national court about its intention to decide with an
AO nor hear the parties. An immediate increase of the frequency of AOs, which
never materialized, would have seemed most logical.

The amendments in 2005 nonetheless considerably shortened the time of
proceedings leading to an AO when compared to similar judgments (illustrated
in figure 3). This resonates with the reshaping of the wider legal framework: the
Treaty of Nice (2003) and the accession of the ten new Member States (2004).29

28Potentially, the effect of repetition could be obscured because of a strong counter influ-
ence of legal complexity. Even if this should be the case, it is noteworthy that the effect
of non-Member State specific repetition is, unlike other variables, too weak to counter this
(unobserved) effect.

29The Member States signed the Treaty of Nice in 2001, which came into force in 2003.
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The Court was finally in a position to implement its version of procedural effi-
ciency and the idea of judicial cooperation in the expanding Europe, mindful of
its own needs.30

The Court anticipated a new mode of cooperation. Its president envisaged
a ‘slight shift in the dialogue’ that would require an increased ‘knowledge and
awareness in terms of European law’ (Skouris, 2006). The vision was a nudge
to the national courts to ‘draft better references’ and explain why the Court
should revisit its case-law (Tridimas, 2003). The potential of AOs as a filtering
mechanism of legally relevant questions, allowing the Court to decide which
precedents to reconsider and when, is obvious (ibid.).

The findings of the analysis directly relate to the changing vision of judi-
cial cooperation in Europe. Hypothesis 1 predicts that AOs are a means of
docket control, especially when the number of cases in one policy area suddenly
increases. The empirical analysis confirms that spikes within a policy area in-
crease the probability that the Court will decide with an AO. The effect is
present regardless of the previous questions concerning the same legal provision
(i.e. when controlling for the previous questions on the same provision).

The empirical analysis does not support hypothesis 2. The number of AOs
does not increase when questions referred for the preliminary ruling concern the
legal provisions interpreted in prior preliminary rulings.

However, as predicted by hypothesis 3, the Court is substantially more likely
to decide with an AO when past references originate in the same Member State.
By contrast, cross-national repetition does not lead to an increased use of AOs.

There are two competing explanations. First, the increase could be due to
the great variation of the questions concerning the same legal provisions between
Member States, and their greater resemblance when originating from the same
Member State. This seems unlikely, as one could reasonably expect that courts
situated in different Member States at least occasionally encountered very sim-
ilar problems of interpretation of common rules. Second, the Court issues AOs
for reasons other than the ones stated in Article 99 RoP. The context of the
dispute, especially its ’pan-European’ scope, seems to determine the Court’s
response.

The second explanation is more convincing in light of the observed bouts of
litigation, localized in one or a handful of Member States. The disputes usually
emerge in one policy area and involve a single legal provision (or rule), which
suddenly becomes highly relevant for the solution of a pressing socio-economic
conflict.

An example is the consumer protection litigation that ensued from the
2007/2008 financial crisis. The national courts increasingly turned to the Court
to attenuate the economic devastation and the plight of individual homeown-
ers. Most preliminary references reached Luxembourg from Spain, Romania,
Bulgaria and Slovakia. Nearly all focused on the interpretation of the unfair
clauses in mortgage loans, concluded by consumers and banks.31. Once the

30President Skouris seems to confirm this view in ‘Self-Conception, Challenges and Per-
spectives of the EU Courts’ (2006).

31Most disputes referred to the interpretation of Council Directive 93/13/ECC of 5 April
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Court rather sympathetically interpreted the unfair terms clause of the Council
Directive 93/13/EEC, AOs became a frequent means to dispose of the incoming
preliminary references.

Criticizing the Court for trying to curb the activism of national judges or
refusing to fuel their national reformist agendas would seem unfair. It would
be equally difficult to object to its lack of enthusiasm to intervene in national
disputes, especially when they are highly politicized or polarizing (as was the
case in Spain, e.g. the Aziz saga, see Sánchez, 2014; ERLP, 2014). Regardless
of the Court’s intentions, however, AOs cut the ongoing conversation short
and introduce an authoritative component in the otherwise horizontal rapport
between the Court and the national judiciary. AOs are a warning signal to
national courts to halt preliminary references, and thus inevitably a ‘shift’ for
the worse when it comes to dialogue. Sometimes, they dodge the discussion of
pressing societal problems in Europe (as in happened in Aziz and subsequent
decisions, see Micklitz (2013). Alas, the responsibility to uphold the rule of law
and uniform application across the Union does not neatly stop at the border of
national political or social-economic conflict.

The findings moreover imply that the Court assesses the legal significance of
repeated references from one national legal order unilaterally, according to its
own conception of pan-European problems of interpretation and validity. The
modus operandi is contrary to the image of preliminary rulings procedure as a
conversation between courts (Witte, 2016; Rosas, 2007; Jacobs, 2003). AOs thus
emerge as orders, which transform the preliminary reference procedure from a
collaborative instrument of interpretation into an instrument of final dispute
resolution. AOs forsake the responsibility of national courts to contribute to
the development of European Union law, stripping them of their European
hats. They centralize the power to decide on European legal importance in
Luxembourg.

Research demonstrates that AOs have a negative effect on deliberation, and
cause frustration among referring judges (Karin Leijon and Monika Glavina,
2020; Mayoral, 2016). The Court risks weakening the ‘per se compliance pull of
a dialogue conducted between courts in legalese’ (Weiler, 1999). AOs increase
efficiency in the short run at the price of long term cooperation, even when well
meaning or used as a last resort. The risks of de-legitimization loom particularly
large.

6 Conclusion and Avenues for Future Research

The Court issues collegiate judgments; it allows no separate opinions; its reas-
oning is abstract; its judges largely anonymous; its archives incomplete and
barely accessible. So far, the (proverbially) opaque judgments have been the
only inroad into the Court’s law making process. This article opened a new
promising avenue (the orders of the Court) and explored it from a novel per-
spective (through the Court’s organization of its procedures). It showed that

of 1993 on unfair terms in consumer contracts.
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orders are a viable source to understand judicial behavior and the politics of
judicial cooperation.

AOs actively shape the Court’s relationship with national courts and tribunals.
The temporal analysis demonstrates that significant developments in the AOs
did not follow from the major amendments. Rather, AOs rose to prominence
through a piecemeal introduction of comparably anonymous and minor adjust-
ments of the RoP. The Court accomplished these reforms before the Treaty of
Nice granted it the competence to do so. The expansion of AOs is thus the
flip side of judicial self-empowerment. As the finding showed, these reforms
boosted the efficiency of the Court. They also allowed the Court to use the
power gained through the increased procedural flexibility to unilaterally impose
its version of the conversation with national courts and tribunals. Specifically,
the expanded reach and reduced procedural requirements of AOs permitted the
Court to substantively transform the relationship of cooperation.

The findings indicate that the Court uses AOs as a dynamic procedural al-
ternative to docket control. The Court issues more AOs in areas going through
bouts of activity, but the probability that the Court will reply by an AO in-
creases significantly when the preliminary questions refer to legal provisions
that have been the subject of a high number of references from a single Member
State. This more frequent use of AOs signals the willingness of the Court to
dodge certain debates that arise due to local and legally narrow problems.

The findings moreover highlight the fact that the Court approaches certain
disputes vertically. In other words, when judges of a given Member State start
making more references on the same legal issue, the Court progressively takes a
more authoritative approach. AOs are not only a legally compelling alternative,
but mainly a strategic choice re when and how to terminate deliberation.

The findings open several promising avenues for future research.
On the basis of the RoP, it is possible to distinguish different scenarios

that lead to the decision of the Court to issue an AO. While it is relatively
straightforward to discern if a question is identical to a previous one or easily
deducible from earlier case law, literature suggests that the case law on when
a question ‘admits no reasonable doubt’ is more opaque regarding the factors
that prompt the Court to establish that a case raises no doubts (M. Broberg,
2008). Moreover, literature has suggested a link between the criteria for issuing
AOs and the doctrine of acte clair (M. Broberg, 2008; Tridimas, 2003).32 This
link has been both insufficiently tested and openly denied by some members of
the Court.33 Future research should investigate whether the Court uses the AO
in Article 99 to signal questions that it considers to comply with the criteria
of acte clair or, more broadly, whether there is any link at all between the use

32Edward (2003/ed) writing in his personal capacity argues for a middle way, in which
national supreme courts in doubt as to whether the CILFIT criteria apply could refer a
question mentioning specifically the possibility to obtain a reply by reasoned order. The
Court has never endorsed this view.

33The Court has not specifically addressed this issue in its judgments. However, AG Tizzi-
ano in his Opinion in case C-99/00, Lyckesdog, specifically rejected this idea, arguing that
‘the prerequisites and purposes’ of both provisions ‘are, and must be, completely different’.
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of Article 99 RoP and the interpretation of the Court of the CILFIT criteria.
Such research would not only enrich the understanding of AOs, but it would
also contribute to a better insight on what makes a case ‘clear’ from the point
of view of European Union Law.

The findings also suggest that more research is warranted with regard to
the Court’s practice regarding the participation of the parties in the procedure
leading to an AO: According to its internal documents, the Court has discretion
to choose to inform the parties of the decision to reply by an AO. In this regard,
it would be worthwhile to analyze if Member States and other parties generally
submit observations in these cases, and how the Court deals with such sub-
missions in the procedure to issue an AO. Research in this regard is important
as it is conceivable that not considering the submissions of the parties might
affect the quality and applicability of the ruling of the Court.34 After all, in
several cases the Court has gathered relevant information for the outcome of the
procedure from the submissions of the parties (see: M. P. Broberg and Fenger,
2014; Lenaerts, 1994; decision of the Court in Case C-259/91, Allué).

While this article has pointed towards strategic elements in the Court’s use
of AOs, it raised questions regarding the ins and outs of the dynamic between
the Court and national courts in the issuing of these orders. Most importantly,
the findings of this article point towards the use of AOs as tools of deterrence.
Future research should further explore the role of AOs in judicial dialogue and
its effects on the actions of national courts. That’s (not) an order!
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